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Abstract
Deep learning (DL) applied to a device’s radio-frequency fingerprint (RFF) has attracted significant
attention in physical-layer authentication due to its extraordinary classification performance. Conventional DL-RFF techniques are trained by adopting maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). Although
their discriminability has recently been extended to unknown devices in open-set scenarios, they still
tend to overfit the channel statistics embedded in the training dataset. This restricts their practical applications as it is challenging to collect sufficient training data capturing the characteristics of all possible
wireless channel environments. To address this challenge, we propose a DL framework of disentangled
representation (DR) learning that first learns to factor the signals into a device-relevant component and
a device-irrelevant component via adversarial learning. Then, it shuffles these two parts within a dataset
for implicit data augmentation, which imposes a strong regularization on RFF extractor learning to
avoid the possible overfitting of device-irrelevant channel statistics, without collecting additional data
from unknown channels. Experiments validate that the proposed approach, referred to as DR-based RFF,
outperforms conventional methods in terms of generalizability to unknown devices even under unknown
complicated propagation environments, e.g., dispersive multipath fading channels, even though all the
training data are collected in a simple environment with dominated direct line-of-sight (LoS) propagation
paths.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
State-of-the-art authentication using inherent physical-layer characteristics has shown great
potential in securing communication in future Internet-of-Things (IoT) networks [1]. Compared to
conventional higher-layer authentication techniques, physical-layer authentication (PLA) exploits
inherent unique hardware characteristics of individual devices, known as their radio-frequency
fingerprint (RFF), to perform effective authentication. Analogous to human fingerprints, these
hardware characteristics are naturally caused by manufacturing deviations and are difficult to
modify or tamper with [2]. Authentication with RFF has the advantages of short latency, low
power consumption, and marginal computational overhead, which is appealing for practical
implementations [3].
Generally, the hardware characteristics, i.e., RFF, are present in the transmitted signals, which
arrive at the receiver over a wireless channel [4]. To enable RFF authentication, it is essential
to extract discriminative RFFs from the signals sent by the devices of interest while avoiding
the effects of the channel. As a result, intensive efforts have been devoted to extracting stable
RFFs. Conventionally, handcrafted features based on expert knowledge have been adopted to
extract the RFFs [5]–[7]. However, due to the limitations of expert knowledge of these nonlinear
hardware characteristics, handcrafted features usually suffer from low discrimination ability, and
cannot cope with growing IoT applications involving massive numbers of devices [8].
A. Related works
a) Deep learning-based RF fingerprinting: Deep learning (DL)-based methods have recently been exploited for effective nonlinear feature extraction in physical-layer applications [9],
[10], especially for RFF extraction [1], [11]–[24]. In particular, the pioneering work in [11]
first adopted a convolutional neural network (CNN) to extract RFFs from the received signals.
In [12], the authors extended the method in [11] for extracting RFFs from the received signals
with multiple sampling rates. The authors in [1] proposed to use a CNN to extract RFFs after
transforming the signal into a differential constellation trace figure (DCTF). The work of [17]
investigated the classification performance of CNNs on large-scale wireless devices. Thanks
to the ability of DNNs to learn the RFF features themselves, the classification performance of
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these DL-based RFFs is noticeably better than that obtained with handcrafted RFFs. Despite
improvement, the above DL-based RFFs still regard RFF authentication as a closed-set classification problem, which essentially learns a classifier via maximum likelihood (ML) estimation on
a given training dataset and evaluates its performance on the devices that were present during the
training. Even though these methods perform well on known devices, some of them, e.g., [11]
and [12], have been verified to suffer from noticeable performance degradation when unknown
devices are present in the system [22]. Since collecting data from all possible devices is not
possible, a reliable RFF authentication system should not only work well on known devices but
it should also be effective for unknown devices. This is the so-called open-set physical-layer
authentication problem [4], [22], [24].
Some works have proposed to discover new devices via outlier detection [19], [21] or by
treating all the unseen devices as a separate class [24]. However, these methods still require the
networks to be retrained to achieve compatibility with newly added legitimate devices. This is
unrealistic because retraining DNNs is computationally expensive. To address the issue of openset RFF authentication, our previous work [22] proposed a data-and-model driven preprocessing
module and adapted the ML estimation to a typical metric learning task to strengthen the
discrimination of the DL-based RFFs. Using this method, unknown devices can be recognized
without retraining, even when encountering device aging.
On the other hand, from a learning perspective, even though [22] enables ML-based RFFs
to verify/identify unknown devices, they still tend to overfit the propagation environment in the
training data. In practice, the training data collected for RFF extraction inevitability contains
both hardware characteristics and the impacts of the propagation environment. The ML-based
RFFs trained using data from channels under a specific propagation environment, e.g., line-ofsight (LoS)-dominated channels, tend to overfit the resulting model, particularly features that
are sensitive to the propagation environment. More importantly, the methods sometimes fail to
generalize to other types of channels such as those with considerable multipath. Unfortunately,
this challenge cannot simply be addressed by collecting more training data that covers all possible
wireless channel environments. In real-world IoT networks, collecting data representative of all
possible channel conditions is prohibitively expensive if not impossible.
b) Data augmentation: One possible approach for avoiding this overfitting problem in MLbased RFFs is to apply data augmentation (DA) techniques [25] for training the RFF extractor.
Conventionally, DA is applied by imposing some handcrafted transforms on the existing data to
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create synthetic data, referred to as handcrafted DA. For RFF extraction, typical DA methods
include channel models such as AWGN [12], [22], [26] and Gaussian FIR filtering [23], [27],
[28]. This type of DA is easy to implement and provides certain performance improvements, but it
relies on qualitative prior knowledge, which may cause noticeable information loss. For instance,
if there is a mismatch between the channel models adopted in DA and those encountered in the
training dataset, some important features, i.e., those robust to real-world channels but sensitive
to the adopted channel models in DA, will be discarded. On the other hand, the features that are
robust to the channel model assumed in DA are not necessarily robust to real-world situations.
This means that features sensitive to real-world environments can still remain. For these cases,
the improvement achieved by DA diminishes, which in turn degrades the RFF authentication.
To address the mismatch between handcrafted DA and the training data while preventing
ML-based RFF from overfitting, learning-based DA could be a promising solution based on
learning from existing data to generate synthetic data. However existing learning-based DA
methods still have limitations. For example, generative models [29]–[32] learn to map a lowdimensional latent space to the data space for data generation. Such methods usually suffer from
problems of low-quality generation, e.g., blurry image generation [29] or unstable training and
mode collapse in [30]. Alternatively, feature space augmentation [33] generates augmented data
by manipulating the feature vector space rather than the data space, but it is hard to interpret
and data-space augmentation achieves better performance [25]. Another approach is adversarial
training [34], which takes adversarial examples from attacks as augmented data to impose a strong
regularization effect on training for the robust model at the cost of performance impairment from
the abandonment of the features sensitive to attacks [35].
In this paper, we propose a novel framework based on disentangled representation learning [36]. The proposed learning framework is tailored for open-set RFF authentication taking
advantage of the above learning-based DA methods while avoiding their shortcomings.
c) Disentangled representation learning: Disentangled representation (DR) learning, a combination of representation learning [37] and generative models [29], [30], projects the observed
data onto a lower dimensional form and breaks down or disentangles the data into meaningful
underlying factors for subsequent data reconstruction [36], [38]. A representative example is
unsupervised DR, e.g., the generative models in [29], [31], [32], which learn the input-tolatent-variable mapping based on the assumption of a prior distribution over the latent space.
Unsupervised DR methods [29], [31], [32] have been targeted for applications in wireless
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communication, including but not limited to indoor localization [39], joint source coding [40],
[41], as well as unsupervised RF fingerprinting [42]. Since the learning of these frameworks
is unsupervised, the semantic information contained in each dimension of the latent space is
uncontrollable and uncertain.
Another type of DR is self-supervised DR [43]–[46], [46]–[48], which disentangles data
into representations with certain controllable meanings by introducing domain-specific or taskspecific priors. For example, for video prediction, the DR method in [43], [44] was exploited
to disentangle moving objects in a surveillance video from a static background. For voice
conversion, the DR method in [45] disentangles the speech signals into speaker identities and
speaker-independent representations. The DR method in [46] extracted pose information and
facial identities from images to synthesize identity-preserving faces and achieve pose-invariant
facial recognition. Indeed, with an appropriate DR design, one can obtain deep models that are
robust to representations from unseen domains that conventional DA techniques cannot always
achieve [36]. However, these methods are domain- or task-specific and have various limitations
in expanding to other domains. For example, the DR method in [46] needs the training data
to contain multi-perspective labels for learning disentanglement, which is not easily satisfied in
practice.
Since these DR methods are based on generative models and manipulating the feature vector
space rather than the data space to generate data, they still suffer from low-quality generation
and inefficient regularization when they are used for DA.
B. Main contributions
In this paper, we adapt the self-supervised DR for open-set RFF extraction. The main contributions of this work are threefold.
1) We propose to disentangle the received signal into device-relevant and device-irrelevant
representations via three DNNs. The device-relevant representation refers to the essential information for effective RFF and the device-irrelevant representation represents the “background”
of the signal, which contains both noise and the effects of RF propagation. Inspired by [49], we
first adopt information obfuscation learning to enable device-relevant information suppression
and modification in the data space. Moreover, we simplify this learning by reusing the discriminative RFF extractor [22] for device-relevant information estimation, such that only three neural
networks are necessary to achieve this disentanglement. Since device-irrelevant information is
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TABLE I
N OTATIONS USED THROUGHOUT THE PAPER
Notation

Definition

Notation

Definition

x
y
(xi , yi )
z
x
x̂

Received signal
One-hot encoding of the identity of a known device
The i-th sample from a dataset
Radio fingerprint. zi denotes the radio fingerprint from xi
Background signal. xi denotes the background signal from xi
Synthetic signal. x̂i,j is synthesized by using zi and xj

n
D(·, ·)
F (·)
Q(·, n)
G(·, ·)
pW (y|z)

Gaussian noise
Distance function
RFF extractor, with input x and output z
Background extractor, with input x and output x
Signal generator, with z and x as inputs and output x̂
Auxiliary linear classifier with learnable parameters W

dominant in the received signal, we adopt two domain-preserving networks for device-irrelevant
information preservation and high-quality signal generation.
2) We exploit the fact that even though the devices may be located in similar environments or
nearby each other, distinctions in the “background” of the received signals will still exist. Based
on this observation, the proposed DR learning framework shuffles the “backgrounds” within the
original training data, which implicitly synthesizes more data and maximally enlarges the data
space in a data-driven manner. Since the proposed framework provides signal diversity from the
training data itself, which is more realistic than from handcrafted channel models, it is therefore
less destructive to the features that are robust to real-world channels.
3) We evaluate the proposed methods using a real-world testbed. The experiments verify that
the proposed framework outperforms conventional DL-RFFs for unknown channels. The implicit
data augmentation in the proposed DR learning framework can significantly reduce the overfitting
of known channels and provide a better trade-off between robustness and performance than the
conventional methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model. Section
III elaborates the details of the proposed method, and Section VI presents the experimental tests
and results. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.
Notation: Throughout this paper, boldface lower case letters denote a random column vector,
a> and kak denote the transpose and the l2 -norm of vector a, I(a; b) denotes the mutual
information between a and b, N (0, I) denotes the real-valued normal distribution with zero
mean and identity covariance, the operator [·]+ is defined as [·]+ , max{·, 0} and ∇A (L)
represents the gradient of L with respect to the trainable parameters of the DNN module A.
Additional notation is defined in Table I.
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Fig. 1. The diagram of an open-set RFF authentication system.

II. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
A. Open-set RFF Authentication
We consider an open-set RFF authentication system as depicted in Fig. 1 that consists of a
set of transmitting terminals and one server. Formally, given a preamble of length M , denoted
by s ∈ CM , the received signals x ∈ CM can be written as

x = fc fy (s) ,

(1)

where fc : CM → CM is the functional representation of the wireless channel1 and fy :

CM → CM represents the effects imposed by the hardware characteristics of the transmitter. The

authentication system uses the RFF extractor to separate the inherent hardware characteristics
from the received signal x, i.e., the RFF. Mathematically, we denote this by
z = F (x),

(2)

where F : CM → Rd is the RFF extractor implemented using some type of DNN, which is

trained by using K known devices, i.e., {Tx1 , Tx2 , ..., TxK }, where y ∈ N indicates the device
identity and Txy denotes the y-th transmitter. The obtained RFF z of length d is then compared
against known RFFs using some distance function in the final step of the device authentication
process. In particular, given a distance function D(·; ·), verification of RFF zi against RFF zj
can be achieved as follows,


D (zi ; zj ) ≤ T

D (zi ; zj ) > T

⇒

zi and zj from the same device,

⇒

zi and zj from different devices,

(3)

where T is a threshold that is to be optimized based on the given training data. To achieve
satisfactory authentication performance, the RFF z should not only be sufficiently discriminative,
1

Note that fc can be an AWGN channel or a general multipath channel. However, in real-world situations, the wireless channel
can be time-varying and more complicated, which is challenging to model accurately.
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but the value of z should only depend on the hardware properties encoded by fy (·). In other
words, this requires the RFF extractor F (·) to maximally mitigate the impact of the wireless
channels, i.e., fc (·), while retaining the unique characteristics of the device hardware.
B. ML RFF Extractor
In order to retain device-relevant information and to obtain discriminative RFFs, a maximum
likelihood (ML) RFF extractor was previously proposed in [22]. Consider a training set T =

{(xi , yi )}N
i=1 with N samples from K known terminals, where yi ∈ {ey : y = 1, ...., K}, and

ey is a vector with an “1” in position y and zeros elsewhere, indicating which of the K known
terminals the signal corresponds to. The ML RFF extractor F (·) in [22] is obtained by solving
the optimization problem:
max
F,W

N
1 X
ln pW (yi |zi ),
N i=1

(4)

s.t. zi = F (xi ),

where the conditional probability pW (y|z) can be viewed as an auxiliary classifier2 that establishes the relationship between RFF z, and the device identity y. W is a set of trainable
parameters in the auxiliary classifier.
Hypersphere projection: To achieve device discrimination with z, pW (y|z) is implemented
in the form of a softmax probability [50]:

z
exp w>
y > ,
pW (y|z) = P
j exp wj z

∀y = 1, 2, ..., K,

(5)

where we define
w=

w
kwk

and z = δ

z
,
kzk

(6)

and δ > 0 is a hyper-parameter that controls the norm of z. Here, W = {{wj }K
j=1 } represents
the parameters of the softmax classifier. The normalization in (6) is also known as hypersphere
projection (HP), where δ is the radius of the hypersphere. Note that HP is popularly adopted in
facial recognition [50]–[52], and it regulates the norms of the feature vector to guarantee that
(4) is equivalent to using the cosine distance, i.e., D (zi ; zj ) = 1 −

z>
i zj
kzi kkzj k

in (3), to perform

discrimination of the RFFs. Using this formulation, the RFF extractor F (·) can maximally retain
the device-relevant information in x to improve the quality of the RFF discrimination.
2

ThisPconditional probability can be rewritten as the likelihood pΘ (y|x), where Θ = {F, W}. In this sense, optimizing the
loss − N
i=1 ln pW (yi |zi ) as in (4) corresponds to the ML estimation of the parameters F and W.
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Given sufficient training data representative of the entire data space of channel realizations, the
ML RFF extractor is the best in the sense of probability of successful RFF discrimination [53].
However, collecting sufficient data to capture the entire dynamic channel space in real-world
scenarios is expensive and impractical, especially for massive IoT applications. If the training
data is insufficiently rich, e.g., if it is collected only from simple LoS-dominated channels, the
ML RFF extractor will tend to overfit this non-representative channel statistic existing in the
training data. More importantly, generalizations of this approach to other types of channels, e.g.,
dispersive multipath channels, is limited.
III. D ISENTANGLED R EPRESENTATION L EARNING FOR RFF E XTRACTION
In this section, we propose a DR learning framework to improve the generalizability of DLRFFs adapted to practical wireless channels drawn from distributions that are unavailable or
unseen in the training data. We first introduce the main idea of the design and then elaborate on
the details of the proposed framework.
A. Proposed DR Learning Framework
The proposed DR learning framework first learns to factor the received signal into two disjoint
parts, i.e., a device-relevant representation and a device-irrelevant representation, and then to
synthesize augmented training signals given these representations. Here, the device-relevant
representations are the RFFs and the device-irrelevant representations are regarded as other
“background” information associated with the received signals such as that associated with the
propagation environment. This factorization allows us to swap out the backgrounds of different
signals and thus create new data for augmenting the training set.
In practice, due to slight differences in the angle and position of the device antennas when
acquiring signals, even if the training data from all the devices are collected in a simple LoS
scenario, distinctions between their channels can still exist. Thus, the training dataset may still
contain multiple different backgrounds among its various signals. By disentangling the signals
into device identities and backgrounds, we can generate augmented signals that preserve device
identity and that are representative of data that would be generated by the device under every
possible background in the training dataset. Since the background distinctions are essentially
distinction in the channels, the RFF extractors trained by these augmented signals are encouraged
to ignore these channel distinctions and extract channel-invariant features based solely on the
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RFF extractor

x = xi
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Fig. 2. The proposed DR learning framework for RFF extraction (F-step). Given the two received training signals, the RFF and
the background signal are extracted by the RFF extractor (pink) and the background extractor (blue), respectively. A synthetic
signal is generated by feeding the RFF and the background signal to the signal generator (red). The raw and synthetic signals,
which have the same RFF but different signal backgrounds, are used to train the RFF extractor (pink dotted box).

RFFs A promising observation from our experiments in Section IV is that the channel variations
under the LoS assumption are sufficiently rich to improve the generalizability of the RFF extractor
in the test sets. The proposed framework, as depicted in Fig. 2, consists of three main DNN
modules, i.e., F (·), Q(·, n), and G(·, ·). We articulate these three modules below.
a) RFF extractor F (·): This module, represented by the pink boxes in Fig. 2, takes signal x
as the input and outputs the corresponding RFF z in (2). The vector z is taken to be the devicerelevant information within x. Besides its usage as an RFF extractor, this module is also adopted
as an adversarial discriminator for estimating how much of the device-relevant information is
contained in the background signal from Q(·, n), which is introduced next.
b) Background extractor Q(·, n): This module, shown as the blue box in Fig. 2, realizes
a stochastic mapping which is used for preserving device-irrelevant information while ruling
out device-relevant information as much as possible. Given the input signal x, the background
signal, denoted by x, is obtained as
x ∼ pQ (x|x) ⇐⇒ x = Q(x, n),

n ∼ N (0, I).

(7)

This stochastic mapping is also used for sensitive information obfuscation in [49]. Similarly, the
randomness in (7) is introduced for purposefully obfuscating the device-relevant information of
x. The background signal x, complementary to the RFF in forming x, contains only the deviceirrelevant information within x, which can capture the joint effects of the wireless channel, noise,
the preamble waveform, etc.
c) Signal generator G(·, ·): This module, the center red box in Fig. 2, is adopted for signal reconstruction and generation. The input to this module includes both the RFF and the background
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signal. Given these mutually complementary representations, the synthetic signal, denoted by x̂,
is generated by
(8)

x̂ = G(z, x).

With these three modules, the proposed DR learning framework establishes a flexible and
convenient approach to generate augmented signals for improving the robustness of the RFF
extraction. Ideally, exponentially more augmented data can be arbitrarily generated from the raw
training set by arbitrarily swapping their background signals and introducing randomness. The
training in our framework is performed in an iterative manner by the modules. Moreover, by
applying the proposed framework, the augmented signals are also dynamically improved during
the learning process. Details on the learning algorithm will be introduced later in Section III.E.
Note that the RFF extractor trained within the proposed framework is forced to extract the
background-irrelevant (i.e., device-relevant) RFF information from the signals in the training
data and therefore improve its generalizability and robustness. In the following, we refer to this
RFF extractor as the DR-RFF extractor.
From the above, we see that x and x̂ can both be adopted to extract the RFFs via F (·). Thus,
in order to preserve the inference capability of F (·) for x and x̂, we must restrict G(·, ·) and
Q(·, n) to be domain-preserving [49], e.g., signal-to-signal transformations. The design of the
learning procedure and the detailed structures of each of the three modules, i.e., F (·), Q(·, n),
and G(·, ·), are elaborated in the following.
B. Learning DR-RFF Extractor F (·)
Given the raw data pair in the training set, (x, y) ∈ T , the augmented signals, x̂, are generated
by the proposed DR learning framework, and x̂ contains the same device identity information
but a different signal background compared to x. The goal of the proposed DR-RFF extractor
is to distill the same device-relevant information from both x and x̂ while mitigating the impact
of their backgrounds. From the perspective of information theory, this goal can be achieved by
maximizing the mutual information [54] between the corresponding RFFs and the device identity
y, as follows:
max
F

λI(y; z) + (1 − λ)I(y; ẑ)

s.t. z = F (x),

ẑ = F (x̂),

(9)
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where 0 ≤ λ < 1 is a hyper-parameter that balances the learning effects for the raw and
augmented signals. The first term in the objective function of (9), measuring the amount of
device-relevant information extracted from the raw signal, is the same RFF learning objective
as the one in our previous work [22]. The second term is the objective corresponding to the
proposed augmented training. It encourages the RFF extractor F (·) to extract the same identity
from the raw and augmented signals, which is the key to avoid overfitting of F (·) to the specific
channel statistics embedded in the raw data.
To facilitate the applications of DNNs to solve the problem in (9), we now reformulate it
to obtain a tractable data-driven objective function. Mathematically, as exemplified in Fig. 2,
we draw two arbitrary signals from devices yi and yj , collected under different propagation
environments in the training dataset, i.e.,
(xi , yi ) ∈ T ,

(xj , yj ) ∈ T .

(10)

From the left hand side of Fig. 2, the device-relevant RFF and the device-irrelevant background
representations are respectively extracted as
zi = F (xi ),

xj = Q(xj , n), for n ∼ N (0, I).

(11)

The synthetic signal, x̂i,j , is generated from the above two representations via the signal generator
as
x̂i,j = G(zi , xj ),

(12)

where x̂i,j represents a received signal that is transmitted by device yi but undergoes the same
propagation channel as device yj . In principle, the module G(·, ·) learns to mimic a transmission
from device yi under the propagation environment of another device yj .
Following the derivations in [55] and [22], we reformulate (9) into an ML estimation problem
as in (4). The learning problem for F (·) in (9), denoted by LF , is rewritten as

N
N 
1 XX
LF , 2
λ ln pW (yi |F (xi )) + (1 − λ) ln pW (yi |F (x̂i,j )) .
N i=1 j=1

(13)

It is proved in [22] that −LF is essentially a variational lower bound of (9). Learning this objective is equivalent to optimizing the original problem in (9) while circumventing the intractable
computation in (9). The value of LF can be easily calculated using data samples. Thus, we
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x̂2,1 |

x̂1,2
<latexit sha1_base64="yf4gO3tCZWJVI9ulqqJkGpARxI4=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGTbAILqQkRdFl0Y3LCvYBTSiT6aQdOpmEmRuxxCz8FTcuFHHrb7jzb5y0WWjrgYHDOfdyzxw/5kyBbX8bpaXlldW18nplY3Nre8fc3WurKJGEtkjEI9n1saKcCdoCBpx2Y0lx6HPa8cfXud+5p1KxSNzBJKZeiIeCBYxg0FLfPHBHGFI3xDDyg/Qhy/qpc1rP+mbVrtlTWIvEKUgVFWj2zS93EJEkpAIIx0r1HDsGL8USGOE0q7iJojEmYzykPU0FDqny0mn+zDrWysAKIqmfAGuq/t5IcajUJPT1ZB5UzXu5+J/XSyC49FIm4gSoILNDQcItiKy8DGvAJCXAJ5pgIpnOapERlpiArqyiS3Dmv7xI2vWac16zb8+qjauijjI6REfoBDnoAjXQDWqiFiLoET2jV/RmPBkvxrvxMRstGcXOPvoD4/MHRM2WQA==</latexit>

x̂2,1
<latexit sha1_base64="J+yAB/PYu0Gv0mJN2qSmEFXOf9E=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGTbAILqQkRdFl0Y3LCvYBTSiT6aQdOpmEmRuxxCz8FTcuFHHrb7jzb5y0WWjrgYHDOfdyzxw/5kyBbX8bpaXlldW18nplY3Nre8fc3WurKJGEtkjEI9n1saKcCdoCBpx2Y0lx6HPa8cfXud+5p1KxSNzBJKZeiIeCBYxg0FLfPHBHGFI3xDDyg/Qhy/pp/dTJ+mbVrtlTWIvEKUgVFWj2zS93EJEkpAIIx0r1HDsGL8USGOE0q7iJojEmYzykPU0FDqny0mn+zDrWysAKIqmfAGuq/t5IcajUJPT1ZB5UzXu5+J/XSyC49FIm4gSoILNDQcItiKy8DGvAJCXAJ5pgIpnOapERlpiArqyiS3Dmv7xI2vWac16zb8+qjauijjI6REfoBDnoAjXQDWqiFiLoET2jV/RmPBkvxrvxMRstGcXOPvoD4/MHRM+WQA==</latexit>

|x2
<latexit sha1_base64="CTX4sj9l+aR5TPQdAl1hVOXbcqA=">AAACEHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0V0oSUpii6LblxWsA9oQphMJ+3QySTMTMSS5hPc+CtuXCji1qU7/8ZJW1BbD1w4nHMv997jx4xKZVlfRmFhcWl5pbhaWlvf2Nwyt3eaMkoEJg0csUi0fSQJo5w0FFWMtGNBUOgz0vIHV7nfuiNC0ojfqmFM3BD1OA0oRkpLnnk4ckKk+n6Q3mdeFZ5Ap49U+qNlXmofV7ORZ5atijUGnCf2lJTBFHXP/HS6EU5CwhVmSMqObcXKTZFQFDOSlZxEkhjhAeqRjqYchUS66fihDB5opQuDSOjiCo7V3xMpCqUchr7uzC+Vs14u/ud1EhVcuCnlcaIIx5NFQcKgimCeDuxSQbBiQ00QFlTfCnEfCYSVzrCkQ7BnX54nzWrFPqtYN6fl2uU0jiLYA/vgCNjgHNTANaiDBsDgATyBF/BqPBrPxpvxPmktGNOZXfAHxsc34sedHg==</latexit>

x̂1,2 |

x2
<latexit sha1_base64="R9UNLLGWLFHQ5d2CxG6nFYjBC4U=">AAAB9XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRF0WXRjcsK9gFtLJPppB06mYSZiVpC/sONC0Xc+i/u/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DPHjzlT2nG+rdLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tn7x+0VZRIQlsk4pHs+lhRzgRtaaY57caS4tDntONPrnO/80ClYpG409OYeiEeCRYwgrWR7tN+iPXYD9KnLBvUB3bVqTkzoGXiFqQKBZoD+6s/jEgSUqEJx0r1XCfWXoqlZoTTrNJPFI0xmeAR7RkqcEiVl85SZ+jEKEMURNI8odFM/b2R4lCpaeibyTykWvRy8T+vl+jg0kuZiBNNBZkfChKOdITyCtCQSUo0nxqCiWQmKyJjLDHRpqiKKcFd/PIyaddr7nnNuT2rNq6KOspwBMdwCi5cQANuoAktICDhGV7hzXq0Xqx362M+WrKKnUP4A+vzB/qSktE=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="87zSVJ3pH/WIRcIqMIo0qn/h5vQ=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgIGBxaJCYqqSCgRjBQtjkehDaqLIcZ3WqmNHtoOooiz8CgsDCLHyGWz8DU6bAVqOZOnonHvke0+YMKq043xblZXVtfWN6mZta3tnd8/eP+gqkUpMOlgwIfshUoRRTjqaakb6iSQoDhnphZObwu89EKmo4Pd6mhA/RiNOI4qRNlJgH3nC2EU682Kkx2GUPeZ50AzsutNwZoDLxC1JHZRoB/aXNxQ4jQnXmCGlBq6TaD9DUlPMSF7zUkUShCdoRAaGchQT5WezA3J4apQhjIQ0j2s4U38nMhQrNY1DM1ksqRa9QvzPG6Q6uvIzypNUE47nH0Upg1rAog04pJJgzaaGICyp2RXiMZIIa9NZzZTgLp68TLrNhnvRcO7O663rso4qOAYn4Ay44BK0wC1ogw7AIAfP4BW8WU/Wi/VufcxHK1aZOQR/YH3+ALNflxw=</latexit>

x2

Fig. 3. Visualization of raw signals (x1 and x2 ), background signals (x1 and x2 ), and synthetic signals (x̂1,2 and x̂2,1 ).

can optimize the DR-RFF extractor F (·) using (13) and the gradient descent algorithm, e.g.,
Adam [56], with the training data set. Note that we detach every augmented signal x̂i,j from
the generation process and treat it as an independent sample in training F (·). Therefore, we
do not backtrack to the representation extraction when the back-propagation goes through the
computational graph during the training of F (·).
One additional trick for the design of F (·) is that the HP operation in (6) applied to pW (y|z)
is indispensable. For a successful disentanglement, the RFFs extracted by F (·) should contain
as little of the background information as possible. This means that zi and zi,j should be close
to each other in terms of the cosine distance adopted in (3). The HP operation is necessary
for obtaining discriminative RFFs, which is the key for aggregating the RFFs from the same
device (e.g., zi and zi,j ) under the cosine distance.
To more intuitively explain the intrinsic mechanisms of the proposed DR learning framework,
we visualize the real part of the raw signals, background signals, and the synthetic signals in Fig.
3. Comparing the raw signals with the background signals, we find that the textures of the signal
backgrounds are dominant in the augmented signals. The difference signals, i.e., |x1 − x̂1,2 | and
|x2 − x̂2,1 | in Fig. 3, reveal the embedded RFFs in the augmented signals and indicate that the
device-relevant information in the signals is imperceptible.
C. Learning Background Extractor Q(·, n)
The goal of Q(·, n) is to extract the background signals x from the input signals x. The
background signal x is expected to preserve as much information as possible from the inputs
after removing the device-relevant information. Mathematically, this goal can be formulated as
max
Q

I(x; x),

s.t. I(y; x) < ,

(14)

14

RFF extractor (reused)

<latexit sha1_base64="LUJBpTBOGqGoTxgE1kAJiSFbp/A=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIosuiG5cV7APbUjLpnTY0kxmSjFiG/oUbF4q49W/c+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybnHjwXXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6ihRDBssEpFq+1Sj4BIbhhuB7VghDX2BLX98k/mtR1SaR/LeTGLshXQoecAZNVZ66IbUjPwgfZr2yxW36s5AlomXkwrkqPfLX91BxJIQpWGCat3x3Nj0UqoMZwKnpW6iMaZsTIfYsVTSEHUvnSWekhOrDEgQKfukITP190ZKQ60noW8ns4R60cvE/7xOYoKrXsplnBiUbP5RkAhiIpKdTwZcITNiYgllitushI2ooszYkkq2BG/x5GXSPKt6F1X37rxSu87rKMIRHMMpeHAJNbiFOjSAgYRneIU3RzsvzrvzMR8tOPnOIfyB8/kD/ouRIA==</latexit>

x

z

Signal generator

RFF

G(z, x)

<latexit sha1_base64="vldZ9MEG8lf/MnoQAT5zB3Hj5Vo=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIosuiG5cV7APbUjLpnTY0kxmSjFCH/oUbF4q49W/c+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybnHjwXXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6ihRDBssEpFq+1Sj4BIbhhuB7VghDX2BLX98k/mtR1SaR/LeTGLshXQoecAZNVZ66IbUjPwgfZr2yxW36s5AlomXkwrkqPfLX91BxJIQpWGCat3x3Nj0UqoMZwKnpW6iMaZsTIfYsVTSEHUvnSWekhOrDEgQKfukITP190ZKQ60noW8ns4R60cvE/7xOYoKrXsplnBiUbP5RkAhiIpKdTwZcITNiYgllitushI2ooszYkkq2BG/x5GXSPKt6F1X37rxSu87rKMIRHMMpeHAJNbiFOjSAgYRneIU3RzsvzrvzMR8tOPnOIfyB8/kDAaSRIg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zUzox40kVNvVve6X601plyxkFgA=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwVRJRdFl047KCfUATymQ6aYdOJmHmplhC/sSNC0Xc+ifu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATX4DjfVmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+wD486Ok4VZW0ai1j1AqKZ4JK1gYNgvUQxEgWCdYPJXeF3p0xpHstHmCXMj8hI8pBTAkYa2LY3JpB5EYFxEGZPeT6w607DmQOvErckdVSiNbC/vGFM04hJoIJo3XedBPyMKOBUsLzmpZolhE7IiPUNlSRi2s/myXN8ZpQhDmNlngQ8V39vZCTSehYFZrKIqJe9QvzP66cQ3vgZl0kKTNLFoTAVGGJc1ICHXDEKYmYIoYqbrJiOiSIUTFk1U4K7/OVV0rlouFcN5+Gy3rwt66iiE3SKzpGLrlET3aMWaiOKpugZvaI3K7NerHfrYzFascqdY/QH1ucPV1eUHg==</latexit>

RFF extractor (reused)

x̂

ẑ
<latexit sha1_base64="LANNJqX51xlCRmhMf1cRpYPwm68=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwVRJRdFl047KCfUATymQ6aYdOJmHmplBD/sSNC0Xc+ifu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATX4DjfVmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+wD486Ok4VZW0ai1j1AqKZ4JK1gYNgvUQxEgWCdYPJXeF3p0xpHstHmCXMj8hI8pBTAkYa2LY3JpB5EYFxEGZPeT6w607DmQOvErckdVSiNbC/vGFM04hJoIJo3XedBPyMKOBUsLzmpZolhE7IiPUNlSRi2s/myXN8ZpQhDmNlngQ8V39vZCTSehYFZrKIqJe9QvzP66cQ3vgZl0kKTNLFoTAVGGJc1ICHXDEKYmYIoYqbrJiOiSIUTFk1U4K7/OVV0rlouFcN5+Gy3rwt66iiE3SKzpGLrlET3aMWaiOKpugZvaI3K7NerHfrYzFascqdY/QH1ucPWmOUIA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="wbuaAHoRubEAl5RXhGZIr0Ktzos=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIQKUmZE0WXRjcsK9gGdoWTSTBuaSYYkIw7DfIAbf8WNC0Xc+gHu/Bsz7QjaeiBwOPfcm3uPHzGqtG1/WQuLS8srq6W18vrG5tZ2ZWe3rUQsMWlhwYTs+kgRRjlpaaoZ6UaSoNBnpOOPr/J6545IRQW/1UlEvBANOQ0oRtpI/Uq15oZIj/wgTbJj6ArjzUelP+p9lh0Zl123J4DzxClIFRRo9iuf7kDgOCRcY4aU6jl2pL0USU0xI1nZjRWJEB6jIekZylFIlJdOjsngoVEGMBDSPK7hRP3dkaJQqST0jTPfUc3WcvG/Wi/WwYWXUh7FmnA8/SiIGdQC5snAAZUEa5YYgrCkZleIR0girE1+ZROCM3vyPGmf1J2zun1zWm1cFnGUwD44ADXggHPQANegCVoAgwfwBF7Aq/VoPVtv1vvUumAVPXvgD6yPb28Vm98=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="IXFnlPkTnlkO56mvw8LVpKnL5tU=">AAAB9HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBotQNyURRZdFQVxWsA9oQ5lMJ+3QySTOTIol9DvcuFDErR/jzr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1z/JgzpR3n2yqsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t79v5BU0WJJLRBIh7Jto8V5UzQhmaa03YsKQ59Tlv+6CbzW2MqFYvEg57E1AvxQLCAEayN5N1WuiHWQz9In6anPbvsVJ0Z0DJxc1KGHPWe/dXtRyQJqdCEY6U6rhNrL8VSM8LptNRNFI0xGeEB7RgqcEiVl85CT9GJUfooiKR5QqOZ+nsjxaFSk9A3k1lEtehl4n9eJ9HBlZcyESeaCjI/FCQc6QhlDaA+k5RoPjEEE8lMVkSGWGKiTU8lU4K7+OVl0jyruhdV5/68XLvO6yjCERxDBVy4hBrcQR0aQOARnuEV3qyx9WK9Wx/z0YKV7xzCH1ifP1urkdU=</latexit>

F (x)
Background extractor

<latexit sha1_base64="wbuaAHoRubEAl5RXhGZIr0Ktzos=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIQKUmZE0WXRjcsK9gGdoWTSTBuaSYYkIw7DfIAbf8WNC0Xc+gHu/Bsz7QjaeiBwOPfcm3uPHzGqtG1/WQuLS8srq6W18vrG5tZ2ZWe3rUQsMWlhwYTs+kgRRjlpaaoZ6UaSoNBnpOOPr/J6545IRQW/1UlEvBANOQ0oRtpI/Uq15oZIj/wgTbJj6ArjzUelP+p9lh0Zl123J4DzxClIFRRo9iuf7kDgOCRcY4aU6jl2pL0USU0xI1nZjRWJEB6jIekZylFIlJdOjsngoVEGMBDSPK7hRP3dkaJQqST0jTPfUc3WcvG/Wi/WwYWXUh7FmnA8/SiIGdQC5snAAZUEa5YYgrCkZleIR0girE1+ZROCM3vyPGmf1J2zun1zWm1cFnGUwD44ADXggHPQANegCVoAgwfwBF7Aq/VoPVtv1vvUumAVPXvgD6yPb28Vm98=</latexit>

(y, x)

<latexit sha1_base64="gMP9weVbeBVFaSNIIJA96jm8oPE=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUcGNm8EiuCqJKLosunFZwT6gDWUynbRDJ5MwMxFLzMJfceNCEbf+hjv/xkmbhbYeGDiccy/3zPFjzpR2nG+rtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t79i7ey0VJZLQJol4JDs+VpQzQZuaaU47saQ49Dlt++Pr3G/fU6lYJO70JKZeiIeCBYxgbaS+fYB6kfHz9bQXYj3yg/Qhy/p21ak5U6BF4hakCgUaffurN4hIElKhCcdKdV0n1l6KpWaE06zSSxSNMRnjIe0aKnBIlZdO82fo2CgDFETSPKHRVP29keJQqUnom8k8opr3cvE/r5vo4NJLmYgTTQWZHQoSjnSE8jLQgElKNJ8YgolkJisiIywx0aayiinBnf/yImmd1tzzmnN7Vq1fFXWU4RCO4ARcuIA63EADmkDgEZ7hFd6sJ+vFerc+ZqMlq9jZhz+wPn8A0zSWoQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="qKm3mWPlIF71R0ma6pVMazJqjOo=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g1WoICURRZdFF7qsYB/QhDKZTtqhk0yYmYg15Afc+CtuXCji1r07/8ZJG0FbDwwczj33zr3HixiVyrK+jMLc/MLiUnG5tLK6tr5hbm41JY8FJg3MGRdtD0nCaEgaiipG2pEgKPAYaXnDi6zeuiVCUh7eqFFE3AD1Q+pTjJSWuubeZcUJkBp4fnKfHkKHa3M2K/lR79L0oGuWrao1Bpwldk7KIEe9a346PY7jgIQKMyRlx7Yi5SZIKIoZSUtOLEmE8BD1SUfTEAVEusn4mhTua6UHfS70CxUcq787EhRIOQo87cx2lNO1TPyv1omVf+YmNIxiRUI8+ciPGVQcZtHAHhUEKzbSBGFB9a4QD5BAWOkASzoEe/rkWdI8qtonVev6uFw7z+Mogh2wCyrABqegBq5AHTQABg/gCbyAV+PReDbejPeJtWDkPdvgD4yPbwtZnDE=</latexit>

RFF extractor (reused)

x

(y, x)

<latexit sha1_base64="jZWEwbrx//zyt21XIz1AEUF5WvM=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RcWTl2ARPJVEFD0WvXisYGuhCWWz3bRLN7thdyPUEPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jZs2B20dWBhm3uPNTpgwqrTrfluVpeWV1bXqem1jc2t7x97d6yiRSkzaWDAhuyFShFFO2ppqRrqJJCgOGbkPx9eFf/9ApKKC3+lJQoIYDTmNKEbaSH37wBfGLrYzP0Z6FEbZY5737brbcKdwFolXkjqUaPXtL38gcBoTrjFDSvU8N9FBhqSmmJG85qeKJAiP0ZD0DOUoJirIpvFz59goAycS0jyunan6eyNDsVKTODSTRUQ17xXif14v1dFlkFGepJpwPDsUpczRwim6cAZUEqzZxBCEJTVZHTxCEmFtGquZErz5Ly+SzmnDO2+4t2f15lVZRxUO4QhOwIMLaMINtKANGDJ4hld4s56sF+vd+piNVqxyZx/+wPr8AX31lnk=</latexit>

RFF

<latexit sha1_base64="/xxwud+8JafCfZU+awzIWSADLv4=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0S7dDBahbkoiii6LgrisYB/QlDKZTtqhkwczEzGE+CtuXCji1g9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45bsSZVJb1bZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd09c/+gI8NYENomIQ9Fz8WSchbQtmKK014kKPZdTrvu9Dr3uw9USBYG9yqJ6MDH44B5jGClpaFZvak7E6xSx8dq4nrpY5adDM2a1bBmQMvELkgNCrSG5pczCkns00ARjqXs21akBikWihFOs4oTSxphMsVj2tc0wD6Vg3QWPkPHWhkhLxT6BQrN1N8bKfalTHxXT+YZ5aKXi/95/Vh5l4OUBVGsaEDmh7yYIxWivAk0YoISxRNNMBFMZ0VkggUmSvdV0SXYi19eJp3Thn3esO7Oas2roo4yHMIR1MGGC2jCLbSgDQQSeIZXeDOejBfj3fiYj5aMYqcKf2B8/gC6DpTT</latexit>

F (x̂)

z
<latexit sha1_base64="nyPE3i0z0itZKQMqKFrHdsNeT60=">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</latexit>

p(y|x) !
<latexit sha1_base64="kyxe+eky42jY1qSUd5F4/cDdJ00=">AAACLHicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV26GSxCC6Ukouiy2I1upAV7gSaUyXTSDp1MwsxELCEP5MZXEcSFRdz6HE7aSrX1wMDH/5/DnPO7IaNSmebYWFldW9/YzGxlt3d29/ZzB4dNGUQCkwYOWCDaLpKEUU4aiipG2qEgyHcZabnDauq3HoiQNOD3ahQSx0d9Tj2KkdJSN1etF2wfqYHrxY9JCf4wT4qlOduS+lMLIxbfJQVz3nmbFLu5vFk2JwWXwZpBHsyq1s292r0ARz7hCjMkZccyQ+XESCiKGUmydiRJiPAQ9UlHI0c+kU48OTaBp1rpQS8Q+nEFJ+rviRj5Uo58V3emK8pFLxX/8zqR8q6cmPIwUoTj6UdexKAKYJoc7FFBsGIjDQgLqneFeIAEwkrnm9UhWIsnL0PzrGxdlM36eb5yPYsjA47BCSgAC1yCCrgBNdAAGDyBF/AOxsaz8WZ8GJ/T1hVjNnME/pTx9Q0yO6gq</latexit>

Q(x, n), n ⇠ N (0, I)

Background Signal

1
K

<latexit sha1_base64="peZD72hvNyrzWFBS0fwYX3DaVVo=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16kZwEyxC3ZQZUXRZFMRlBfuAzlAyaaYNzSRDkhHLMG78FTcuFHHrX7jzb8y0s9DWA4HDOeeSe08QM6q043xbC4tLyyurpbXy+sbm1ra9s9tSIpGYNLFgQnYCpAijnDQ11Yx0YklQFDDSDkZXud++J1JRwe/0OCZ+hAachhQjbaSevX9d9YQJ5POpFyE9DML0IcuOe3bFqTkTwHniFqQCCjR69pfXFziJCNeYIaW6rhNrP0VSU8xIVvYSRWKER2hAuoZyFBHlp5MLMnhklD4MhTSPazhRf0+kKFJqHAUmme+oZr1c/M/rJjq88FPK40QTjqcfhQmDWsC8DtinkmDNxoYgLKnZFeIhkghrU1rZlODOnjxPWic196zm3J5W6pdFHSVwAA5BFbjgHNTBDWiAJsDgETyDV/BmPVkv1rv1MY0uWMXMHvgD6/MH4guXLA==</latexit>

F (x)

RFF

Fig. 4. The proposed DR learning framework for RFF extraction (Q/G-step). Given a received signal, the background
extractor (blue dotted box) learns to extract the background signal that cannot provide any discriminative ability to the fixed RFF
extractor (pink). The signal generator (red dotted box) learns to reconstruct the signal using the given RFF and the background
signal. The reconstructed signal should also preserve the same RFF as the original signal.

where I(x; x) and I(y; x) respectively quantify the amount of information that the background
signal x contains about that the original signal x and the identity y, and  ≥ 0 is a hyperparameter that controls the amount of device-relevant information that remains in x. To facilitate the subsequent development, we further relax the problem in (14) and convert it into an
unconstrained problem by using a quadratic penalty [57] as follows:
max
Q


2
I(x; x) − α I(y; x) −  + ,

(15)

where α > 0 is the penalty parameter. The problem in (15) is equivalent to the original problem
in (14) when α → ∞. This formulation is connected with the information bottleneck (IB)
approach [58], which was initially designed for random variable compression and has been
exploited for exploring the intrinsic learning mechanism of DNNs [59], for training robust
DNNs [55], and for sensitive information obfuscation [49]. It is typically used for finding the best
trade-off between model accuracy and representation complexity. In (14), we exploit this IB-like
formulation to strike a balance between the “signal reconstruction quality” (i.e., the maximization
of I(x; x)) and the “elimination of device-relevant information” (i.e., the minimization of the
penalty term) to achieve the disentanglement. In order to facilitate the model training, we need
to reformulate (15) by rewriting the learning objective with respect to only the training data. We
rewrite the two terms in (15) into a data-driven form by respectively applying the techniques of
information maximization [60] and adversarial learning [30], [61] as discussed in the following.
a) Information maximization: We begin with the calculation of the first term in (15).
Due to the intractable conditional distribution p(x|x), it is computationally expensive to directly
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calculate I(x; x). One common approach to address this problem is to adopt a tractable variational distribution q(x|x) to replace p(x|x). This replacement yields a tractable variational lower
bound for I(x; x) that can be used for indirectly maximizing I(x; x). Following [60], we adopt
the Gaussian distribution q(x|x) = N (x|x, I) to replace p(x|x). The resultant variational lower
bound, denoted by −Lv , is
max I(x; x)
Q

= max



= max



Q

Q

(a)

≥ max
Q

(b)

∝ max
Q

h(x) − h(x|x)
h(x) + Ep(x,x) [ln p(x|x)]

h(x) + EpQ (x|x)p(x) [ln N (x|x, I)]


 
2
−
E
kx − Q(x, n)k +c ,
x∈T ,n∼N (0,I)
{z
}
|


(16)

−Lv

where h(·) is the differential entropy [54], c is a constant that can be ignored, (a) follows from
the nonnegativity of the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD), i.e.,



p(x|x)
DKL p(x|x)kq(x|x) = Ep(x) ln
≥ 0,
N (x|x, I)

(17)

and (b) follows by adopting the re-parameterization in (7) and dropping the constant terms that
are irrelevant to Q(·, n). Therefore, the first term of (15) can be maximized by minimizing
Lv . With this new learning objective Lv , the first term in (15) is simplified to a mean-squared
error (MSE) loss in (16), and hence the computational complexity of the optimization is greatly
reduced.
b) Adversarial learning for the penalty: Similar to the first term, direct computation of
2

the penalty I(y; x) −  + is intractable. The function of this term is to suppress any devicerelevant information. A variational approach like that used for I(x; x) in (16) is not effective
here since the MSE is not sensitive to the small differences in the device RFFs. Thus, we adopt
the adversarial learning technique [30] to calculate this term. More concretely, as depicted in
the lower half of Fig. 4, we reuse the DNN classifier, i.e., pW (y|F (·)) in Section III.B, as a
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discriminator to estimate the posterior p(y|x), as follows:


I(y; x) = Ep(x) DKL p(y|x)kp(y)
(a)

Ep(x)



DKL pW (y|F (x))kp(y)


pW (y|F (x))
(b)
ln
,
=
E
x∼pQ (x|x),(x,y)∈T
p(y)
≈

(18)

where (a) results from using the parameterized conditional distribution pW (y|F (x)) to replace the original p(y|x), and (b) follows from using the re-parameterization in (7), i.e., x =
Q(x, n) for n ∼ N (0, I). Here, the prior distribution of the identity y can be taken to be a
discrete uniform distribution, i.e., p(y = y(i) ) =

1
, ∀i
K

= 1, ..., K. Now, we can rewrite the

penalty term in (15) in a data-driven form, denoted by Lp , as follows

Lp , −

E



x∼pQ (x|x),(x,y)∈T


2
pW (y|F (x))
ln
− .
1/K
+

(19)

Substituting (16) and (19) into (15), the learning objective of Q(·, n), denoted by LQ , is
defined as
LQ , Lv + αLp .

(20)

Note that the value of Lp depends on the RFF extractor F (·). In this sense, the learning of Q(·, n)
can be treated as an adversarial game with two players: Q(·, n) tries to generate the signal to
confuse F (·), while F (·), as the adversarial counterpart of Q(·, n), learns to discriminate the
signals that are partially generated from Q(·, n).
D. Learning Signal Generator G(·, ·)
The only remaining task is the development of the signal generator G(·, ·). As depicted in the
upper half of Fig. 4, the module G(·, ·) takes a background signal, x, and the corresponding RFF,
z, as inputs for reconstructing the raw signal x. The learning problem is designed as follows
max I(x; x̂) + βI(F (x); F (x̂)),
G

(21)

where x̂ = G(z, x), z = F (x), x is drawn according to pQ (x|x), and β > 0 is a hyper-parameter
that balances the two mutual information terms. In particular, the maximization of I(x; x̂) acts
to minimize the signal reconstruction loss, which ensures the quality of the synthetic signal. The
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maximization of I(F (x); F (x̂)) ensures that the device-relevant information, i.e., the RFF, is
successfully embedded in the synthetic signal.
Similar to the reformulation of (16), we adopt a variational approximation to solve this
problem. In other words, we replace the intractable conditional distributions of the terms in
(21) with Gaussian distributions and ignore the terms that are irrelevant to G(·, ·). This leads to
the following data-driven learning objective for G(·, ·), denoted by LG :


2
2
kx − x̂k + βkF (x) − F (x̂)k .
LG ,
E
x∼pQ (x|x),x∈T

(22)

E. Learning Algorithm
We now elaborate on the design of the learning algorithm for the proposed DR learning
framework. In the formulation of the problem proposed thus far, the learning objectives for G(·, ·)
and Q(·, n) are not mutually exclusive. Given the RFF z, improving the quality of the signal
reconstruction requires that the other input to G(·, ·), i.e., the signal background x, contains
as much information from the original signal as possible. This is also a part of the learning
objective of Q(·, n), i.e., Lv in (20). Moreover, driven by the experimental results, we find that
jointly training G(·, ·) and Q(·, n) can provide less signal reconstruction error and hence higher
quality synthesized signals. Based on the above considerations, we merge the learning of G(·, ·)
and Q(·, n) into one step, referred to as the Q/G-step.
On the other hand, the learning of F (·) requires only the raw signals and the corresponding
augmented signals generated by Q(·, n) and G(·, ·). Additionally, as a discriminator, F (·) should
be made independent of the others. We therefore implement the learning of F (·) in a single step,
referred to as the F-step.
In summary, the learning algorithm of the proposed DR learning framework is composed of
the following two steps.
Q/G-step: Fixing F (·), we optimize Q(·, n) and G(·, ·) to learn to factorize and reconstruct
the received signals in the training data set, as depicted in Fig. 4. By applying the gradient
descent algorithm, Q(·, n) and G(·, ·) are updated as follows
Q ← Q − η∇Q (LQ + LG ),
where η > 0 is the learning rate.

G ← G − η∇G (LQ + LG ),

(23)
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F-step: Fixing G(·, ·) and Q(·, n), we optimize F (·) to learn to extract identical RFFs from the
raw signals and the corresponding augmented signals with different backgrounds, as presented
in Fig. 2. Similar to (23), F (·) and the auxiliary classifier are updated as
F ← F − η∇F (LF ),

W ← W − η∇W (LF ),

(24)

respectively.
The training of the proposed DR learning framework is performed by implementing these two
steps iteratively. The corresponding training algorithm is also described in Algorithm 1.
As the learning progresses, the RFF extractor F (·) is gradually trained to extract only devicerelevant information. Learning the background extractor Q(·, ·) relies on F (·), and therefore
also benefits from the improvement of F (·). The improvement of Q(·, ·) then leads to clearer
signal backgrounds, containing less device-relevant information and providing higher quality
disentangled representations. With higher quality signal representations, the synthetic signal
generator can create more realistic signals that only swap the background with minimal leakage
of device-relevant information. The more realistic the augmented signals, the better F (·) can be
generalized to real-world unknown channel statistics.
Algorithm 1 Proposed DRL for RFF Extraction
Input: Training data set T , Batch size B.
Output: F ∗ , Q∗ , and, G∗ .

Hyperparam: Learning rate η, radius δ, coefficients λ, α and β.
repeat
# Q/G-step:
Draw batch data (x(i) , y(i) ) from T , sample n(i) ∼ N (0, I);
Compute x(i) = Q(x(i) , n(i) ), z(i) = F (x(i) );

Compute LQ = Lv + λLp according to (16)-(20);
Compute x̂(i) = G(z(i) , x(i) );

Compute LG according to (22);
Update Q ← Q − η∇Q (LQ + LG ), G ← G − η∇G (LQ + LG );
# F-step:
Draw another batch (x(j) , y(j) ) from T , sample n(j) ∼ N (0, I);
Compute x(j) = Q(x(j) , n(j) );

Swap the background and generate x̂(i,j) = G(z(i) , x(j) );
Compute LF according to (13);
Update F ← F − η∇F LF , W ← W − η∇W LRFF ;
until convergence
return F , Q, and G.
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TABLE II
T HE BASIC S TRUCTURE OF THE RFF

EXTRACTOR

F (·)

HyperParams: Image width s, complexity L
M

Input: Signal x ∈ CM → Image I ∈ R2× S ×S
Convolution layers
Layers Parameters
i
Filters: 2i−1 L × 3 × 3
Stride: 2 − (i mod 2)
Padding: 1

Activation
BN + LReLU(0.2)

Applying convolutional layers until the output is smaller than the filter size.

Output: FC(output of convolutional layers, output dimension)

F. Implementation Details
We propose to adopt CNNs to learn the representations. Unless otherwise specified, the
implementation of the proposed DR learning framework uses the following settings:
•

Preprocessing. All input signals to the neural networks are first normalized to [−1, 1] and
then converted into images as in our previous work [22]. Specifically, the 1280-length
preamble signal contains eight identical symbols. We convert the signal into 2-channel realvalued images of dimension (2 × 16 × 80) such that each row in the image corresponds to
one-half of the symbol period. This corresponds to the use of 16 chips in the IEEE 802.15.4
standard, and thus we have a total of 80 sample points for a 1280-length preamble. This
way, the pixels in a row are from the same symbol, whereas pixels from disjoint rows belong
to different symbols. The impact of the hardware characteristics and wireless channels in
the received signals are therefore reflected as texture and edge differences in the images,
facilitating the subsequent learning by the convolutional layers.

•

The RFF extractor. The RFF extractor, F (·), is implemented using the basic convolutional
neural network (BCNN) adopted in [22], as shown in Table II. We employ a small filter with
few parameters in the convolutional layers to achieve a large effective receptive field. Batch
normalization and LeakyReLU(0.2) are adopted for training stability and network nonlinearity, respectively. We continue applying convolutional layers until the output feature
maps are smaller than the filter size, i.e., (3 × 3), and the final output representations
are computed by a fully connected layer. The hyper-parameter L controls the network
complexity.

•

The background extractor & the signal generator. For domain and background information
preservation, the background signal extractor Q(·, n) and the signal generator G(·, ·) in this
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Fig. 5. The layout of device positions in the testbed.

work are both implemented using a U-net [62]. The U-net is a specific type of CNN with
symmetrical shortcuts designed for image-domain-preserving processing and is widely used
in high-fidelity medical image processing and image segmentation. The detailed structure
of Q(·, n) and G(·, ·) is discussed in Appendix A.
•

Optimizer. All of the neural networks are trained using Adam [56] with learning rate
η = 0.001 and parameters β1 = 0.9, and β2 = 0.999.

•

Hyper-parameters. The proposed approach works well in our experimental test sets for a
wide range of the parameters: λ ∈ [0.3, 0.6], α ∈ [5, 50], β ∈ [5, 50] (see Section IV.D). In
the results depicted in the next section, we set the hyper-parameters as λ = 0.5, α = 10,
and β = 10. We also set the hyper-parameter in the information constraint in (14) to be 0,
i.e.,  = 0. As in the previous work [50], we set the radius of the HP to be δ = 10.

The implementation details and datasets are also available online in our Github at [63]. All the
source codes are implemented in PyTorch using our own research toolbox MarvelToolbox [64].
IV. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed DRL framework using data
collected from a real-world testbed. We compare the performance of the proposed DR-RFF
extractor with that of a typical closed-set RFF classifier, ML RFF extractor, and the ML RFF extractor trained with different DA methods. The experiments consist of four parts: 1) Performance
comparisons for different open test sets which contain both the unknown devices and the unknown
multi-path channels; 2) Performance comparison for different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs); 3)
Hyper-parameters tuning; 4) Learning curve comparisons for overfitting evaluation.
A. Experimental Setup
a) Dataset: We exploit the signals transmitted from 59 TI CC2530 ZigBee devices and
collected via a USRP N210 receiver in different positions. All ZigBee devices operate at 2.4 GHz
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with a maximum transmit power of 19 dBm. The sampling rate of the receiver is 10 Msample/s
and thus each preamble signal x contains M = 1280 sample points.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed DR learning framework under the unknown
channel statistics, we collect the required datasets form the different positions shown in the
left-hand side of Fig. 5. We denote the signals collected from the ZigBee devices transmitting
at position 1 and received at position A as TX1-RXA. Analogously, we depict four collecting
positions in the right-hand side of Fig. 5. Note that the signals collected from the 54 ZigBee
devices in TX1-RXA were used for evaluating closed-set classification performance in [12],
[65], and for evaluating the performance of open-set scenarios in our previous work [22]. Table
III provides further details about the data sets used in this paper. The training and validation sets
contain signals from 45 ZigBee devices under TX1-RXA collected in 2016. The test sets can be
divided into types according to whether they have the same propagation environment with the
training set:
•

T1-T3 are test sets collected in the same propagation environment as the training set, and the
algorithm performance is evaluated based on whether 1) the test sets contain known devices
and 2) they experience device aging. The devices considered in T2 and T3 experienced
device aging since they operated continuously for over 18 months.

•

M1-M3 are collected from five unknown devices and three types of unknown wireless
channels in order of classification difficulty from easy to hard. The easiest one, i.e., M1,
contains only a single unknown multi-path fading channel, while M3 has three types of
unknown channels and is the most challenging case considered for open-set classification.

Since the test sets are collected with different positions and running times, the main factors that
affect the identification performance are the unknown multi-path fading channels and device
aging.
b) Metrics: As commonly adopted in the open-set recognition tasks [4], [22], [51], we use
the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, the area under the ROC curve (AUC), and the
equal error rate (EER) operating point to evaluate the performance of the RFF extractors. The
ROC curve depicts the trade-off between true-positive rate (TPR) and false-positive rate (FPR).
To obtain the ROC curve, we compute the TPR and the FPR by traversing the verification
thresholds T in (3). Given a certain T , TPR refers to the probability that signal pairs from being
from the same device are correctly verified as the same devices by the verification system. FPR
refers to the percentage of the signal pairs from the same device that yielded false alarms by the
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TABLE III
DATASET FOR E VALUATION
Datasets

Device IDs

Collection Environment
Positions
Dates

Unknown Device

Properties
Device Aging

Multi-path

×

×
×

Training set
Validation set

1-45

TX1-RXA

Jun. 2016

×

Test set: T1
Test set: T2
Test set: T3

46-54
1-45
46-54

TX1-RXA

Jun. 2016
Jan. 2018,
Feb. 2018

X
×
X

×
X
X

55-59

TX2-RXA
TX2-RXA, TX3-RXA
TX2-RXA, TX3-RXA,
TX4-RXB

Apr. 2018

X
X

×
×

X
X

X

×

X

Test set: M1
Test set: M2
Test set: M3

×
×
×

verification system. The EER refers to the point where FNR (i.e., 1-TPR) and FPR are equal. A
larger AUC and a lower EER indicate a more discriminative RFF that simultaneously achieves
fewer false negatives and fewer false positives.
c) Baselines and the Proposed DR-RFFs: We consider five categories, a total of eight
baseline approaches as summarized in Table IV. They are also listed here as follows:
•

A typical closed-set RFF classifier, i.e., Yu et al. [12];

•

A discriminative RFF extractor without data augmentation, i.e., ML-RFF [22];

•

Handcrafted data augmentation, i.e., AWGN [26] and FIR [28];

•

Learning-based data augmentation, i.e., PGD adversarial training [34];

•

The proposed method, i.e., DR-RFF, and its two types of variants for ablation study.

Except for Yu et al. [12], all baseline approaches are the discriminative RFF extractor proposed in
[22], but with different data augmentation methods. Unless otherwise specified, all the baseline
approaches use the same network structure (see Table II) with the same complexity setting
of L = 18. All algorithms are trained by Adam with the same setting as the proposed DRRFF. To better assess performance, we trained each method ten times and calculate the average
performance as well as the corresponding standard deviations.
B. Performance Under Unknown Devices & Channel Statistic
In order to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed framework, we plot the ROC curves
in Fig. 6 comparing the performance of the RFFs trained under our proposed framework against
the baseline algorithms under different open-set settings. We also compare the AUC and the
EER in Table V.
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TABLE IV
BASELINES RFF E XTRACTORS AND T HE P ROPOSED DR-RFF

Baselines

Training methods

Yu et al. [12]
ML-RFF [22]
AWGN [12]
FIR [28]
PGD [34]
DR-RFF†
DR-RFF†w/o BS
DR-RFF†w/o HP

AWGN (SNR: 5 ∼ 30 dB)
N/A
MLE
AWGN (SNR: 5 ∼ 30 dB)
Gaussian FIR filtering (9 taps)
PGD attack (l∞ -norm bounded by 0.1)
The proposed framework
The proposed framework without background shuffling
The proposed framework without HP

†

Data augmentation

Conditional distribution in (4): pW (y|F (x))
RFF extractor
Auxiliary classifier
# Parameters
Softmax

BCNN [22]
(L = 18)

Softmax with HP [22]
(δ = 10)

Approx. 7 M

Softmax

Proposed method in this paper.

(a) T1: Unknown devices/no device aging.

(b) T2: Known devices/device aging.

(c) T3: Unknown devices/device aging.

(d) M1:Unknown devices/1 unknown channel. (e) M2:Unknown devices/2 unknown channels. (f) M3:Unknown devices/all unknown channels.
Fig. 6. Average ROC curves of different methods under different open set settings (SNR ≈ 30 dB). The test sets, T1-T3, are
collected at the same position as the training set, while M1-M3 are collected from unknown devices at unknown positions.

a) Power of Disentangled Representation Learning: Overall, the RFF extractors trained by
the proposed DR learning framework (DR-RFF) achieve satisfactory performance for consistent
propagation conditions and outperform the conventional methods (e.g., Yu et al., ML-RFF,
AWGN, FIR) and the adversarial training method (PGD) for the test sets collected under
unknown environments. Note that the closed-set RFF classifier, i.e.,Yu et al., only performs
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TABLE V
ROC C OMPARISON OF D IFFERENT M ETHODS
Baselines

T2

T3

M1

M2

M3

AUC(%)

EER(%)

AUC(%)

EER(%)

AUC(%)

EER(%)

AUC(%)

EER(%)

AUC(%)

EER(%)

Yu et al. [12]

62.07±0.69

42.14±0.71

59.45±1.27

44.63±2.46

58.28±1.34

43.38±1.91

57.13±1.08

44.65±1.05

58.07±1.08

44.12±0.81

ML-RFF [22]
AWGN [12]
FIR [28]
PGD [34]

99.46±0.23
99.38±0.07
99.32±0.06
99.03±0.07

2.75±0.51
2.85±0.19
3.19±0.16
3.99±0.38

96.82±0.64
96.44±0.35
97.16±0.39
96.61±0.30

8.56±1.12
8.33±0.59
7.71±0.43
9.12±0.50

98.77±0.40
99.09±0.14
99.63±0.10
99.21±0.27

5.19±0.77
4.65±0.41
3.17±0.50
4.44±1.02

97.13±0.56
97.95±0.36
97.14±0.33
96.18±0.09

8.38±0.77
7.24±0.81
9.30±0.65
9.78±0.21

92.14±1.92
96.69±0.35
95.18±0.24
96.77±0.09

15.39±1.78
9.36±0.77
12.23±0.67
8.98±0.57

DR-RFF†
99.62±0.02
DR-RFF†w/o HP 98.97±0.14
DR-RFF†w/o BS 97.55±0.93

2.39±0.06
4.22±0.65
6.94±1.52

96.99±0.33
97.50±0.28
94.90±1.20

7.77±0.31
7.66±0.39
11.61±1.76

99.47±0.20
98.44±1.26
95.58±2.09

3.44±0.67
5.74±2.28
10.43±3.92

99.21±0.24
96.63±0.81
94.10±2.52

4.12±0.63
9.17±0.68
12.79±3.90

99.00±0.17
96.72±0.83
93.58±3.36

4.79±0.55
9.34±1.26
13.39±4.81

†

Proposed in this paper.

slightly better than a random guess. These results verify that the RFFs extracted by the proposed
approach exhibit stronger generalizability to varying wireless propagation scenarios than the
others. Even under the most challenging test set, i.e., M3 in Fig. 6(f), which contains three types
of unknown channel statistics, the DR-RFF trained by the proposed framework can still preserve
an AUC over 99%. Although the conventional methods perform well with known positions or
under a single type of unknown channel, their performance degrades notably when propagation
conditions vary, e.g., 3.17% average EER of FIR for M1 degrades to 12.23% for M3. These
performance degradations result from the overfitting of the channel statistics in the training set or
mismatched prior distributions between the data augmentation and real-world scenarios. With the
data-driven DR learning, these challenges can be addressed at least to some extent. These results
demonstrate the superiority of the proposed DR learning framework for robust RFF extraction,
especially for changing or unknown wireless channels.
b) Ablation experiment: To verify the necessity of the HP operation (6) and background
shuffling (BS) in the proposed DR learning framework, we compare the proposed method (DRRFF) with its ablation of HP (DR-RFF w/o HP) and BS (DR-RFF w/o BS), respectively.
We find that DR-RFF outperforms its ablations, as evidenced by both the AUC and EER
values in Table V. For HP ablation, we suggest that the performance degradations are caused by
incomplete disentanglement. HP can exclude device-irrelevant information from RFFs and force
the background extractor to extract device-irrelevant information to reconstruct the input signals.
We also find that BS is crucial for stable training in the proposed framework. Actually, BS makes
the proposed framework act like adversarial training by imposing a strong regularization on the
current RFF extractor. Without BS, DR-RFF will degenerate to a baseline of an RFF extractor
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(a) M1:Unknown devices/1 unknown channel. (b) M2:Unknown devices/2 unknown channels. (c) M3:Unknown devices/all unknown channels.
Fig. 7. SNR-AUC curves of different methods under test sets M1-3, which are collected from unknown devices at unknown
positions. SNRs of original signals are around 30 dB, and Gaussian noise is added to the signals at steps of 2.5 dB from 5 dB
to 27.5 dB.

trained using a typical generative model-based DA method and therefore leads to unsatisfactory
performance.
C. Performance versus SNR
Next, we investigate the robustness of the methods to Gaussian noise. We consider SNRs from
5 to 30 dB by adding Gaussian noises to the unknown channel test sets, M1-M3, and the results
are presented in Fig. 7.
The results show that ML-RFF has the worst robustness, with performance that degrades
dramatically for test sets when SNR < 15 dB. This indicates that the features used in MLRFF are more sensitive to Gaussian noise than the others. Despite the fact that conventional
DA significantly improves the robustness of ML-RFF, there still exists a large gap between
these methods and the proposed DR-RFF, especially for the most challenging test set M3, as
shown in Fig. 7(c). Among the conventional DA methods, the discrimination of RFFs from
AWGN is better than those from FIR for M2-M3. This is because the assumed channel model
in AWGN matches the model of the noise that was added to the data, and therefore is less
destructive to its discriminative features than FIR. On the other hand, PGA is less sensitive to
both Gaussian noise and real-world channels than handcrafted DA methods, which verify that
adversarial training extracts only the most robust features from the training data [35].
In contrast to these baseline methods, the proposed DR-RFF approach achieves the most
discriminative RFF for high SNR situations. It deteriorates as SNR decreases and converges to
the same level discrimination as AWGN when SNR < 7.5 dB. This reveals that the proposed
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(a) Fixed α = 10 and β = 10.

(b) Fixed β = 10 and λ = 0.5.

(c) Fixed α = 10 and λ = 0.5.

Fig. 8. AUCs on test set M3, respectively achieve by (a) DR-RFFs with different λ; (b) DR-RFFs with different α; and (c)
DR-RFFs with different β. Note that ML-RFF is equivalent to DR-RFF when λ is 0.

DR-RFF approach can exploit richer features than conventional DA methods in the training set
to improve its discriminability. These additional features are robust to real-world channels but
sensitive to Gaussian noise. Even for the low-SNR scenario of the test set M3, the proposed
DR-RFF still has a performance edge over the handcrafted DA methods until these additional
features are distorted. These results demonstrate that the proposed DR learning framework can
mitigate the mismatch between prior knowledge and real-world situations in the training set.
D. Hyper-parameters Tuning
In order to show how λ, α, and β affect the performance of the proposed DR learning
framework, we include experiments examining the tuning of the hyper-parameters. We trained
each parameter configuration ten times with the other baseline methods and used a box to show
the minimum, the maximum, the sample median, and the first and third quartiles of the AUCs
corresponding to each configuration of λ, α, and β.
Fig. 8(a) shows that the proposed DR learning framework significantly improves the RFF
discrimination for λ ≤ 0.5. As the augmented signals gradually dominate the learning effect,
i.e., as λ grows larger than 0.5, the proposed DR learning framework becomes unstable due to
excessive deviations from the raw training dataset. Fig. 8(a) also shows that setting hyperparameter α ∈ [0.3, 0.6] is a reasonable choice and again leads to the proposed approach
significantly outperforming the other baseline methods. The box plots in Fig. 8(b) and (c)
show that when varying α and β from 5 to 50, the AUCs of the proposed methods remain
nearly unchanged. This implies that the performance of the proposed framework is relatively
insensitive to the choice of α and β in this range.
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(a) Under known LoS channels (the validation set)

(b) Under unknown multi-path channels (M3)

Fig. 9. Average leaning curves of different methods under the validation and open test sets (SNR ≈ 30 dB).

E. Comparison of Learning Curves
Finally, we compare the proposed DR-RFF with the conventional methods from the perspective of the learning process. We record the performance of the baseline approaches and the
proposed DR-RFF in each training epoch and then plot the results in Fig. 9, which shows the
average AUC of each method as a function of the training epoch. Fig. 9(a) shows the learning
curves for the validation set. Since the validation set shares the same data distribution with the
training set, the performance achieved here indicates the progress in learning the training set.
Fig. 9(b) shows the learning curves for the test set with three types of unknown channels, which
reveals potential overfitting to the channel statistics embedded in the training set.
The learning curves in Fig. 9(a) show that all methods except for PGD can provide a good fit
to the training set and near-perfect classification performance under the validation set. However,
for the test set with unknown channel statistics in Fig. 9(b), the overfitting of the conventional
methods occurs in the early stages of training, e.g., the eighth epoch for ML-RFF. Although
handcrafted DA methods can to some extent alleviate the overfitting phenomenon, the degree of
overfitting increases as the learning process continues.
By contrast, overfitting in DR-RFF is suppressed by the proposed DR learning framework.
The proposed framework generates augmented signals based on the current state of the RFF
extractor and impose a strong and targeted regularization on the training. In this sense, the
proposed framework is a form of adversarial training like PGD, but without impairment of the
discrimination. Even towards the end of the training, DR-RFF can adapt to unknown channel
statistics and performs well. These results again confirm that applying the proposed DR learning
framework can effectively avoid overfitting some channel statistics embedded in the training set.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a novel DR learning framework for improving the robustness
and generalizability of DL-RFF to unknown channel statistics. DL-RFFs trained using MLE
tend to overfit the non-representative channel statistics in the training set and thus lose their
generalizability to unknown channels. To address this problem, we proposed a novel framework
that factors the signal into two disjoint parts: a device-relevant representation (i.e., the RFF) and
a device-irrelevant representation (i.e., the signal background), and can generate signals based on
this decomposition. Even when all signals in the training set are collected in a simple propagation
environment, distinctions in their signal background can still exist. With the help of the proposed
framework, we shuffle the signal backgrounds in the training set and mimic transmissions from
different types of environments without collecting additional data. In this way, the RFF extractor
trained with the proposed framework is encouraged to extract the channel-invariant features as
the RFFs. Our experimental results showed that the proposed framework significantly improved
the discriminability of RFFs under unknown multipath fading channels.
A PPENDIX A
D ETAILED S TRUCTURE OF Q(·, n) AND G(·, ·)
In this section, we introduce the detailed structure of the background signal extractor Q(·, n)
and the signal generator G(·, ·). Since Q(·, n) and G(·, ·) in this work are both based on Unet [62], we first introduce the basic modules of U-net [62] and then elaborate on the design of
Q(·, n) and G(·, ·).
a) The Basic Modules of U-net: As shown in Table VI, U-net consists of three basic
modules: DoubleConv, DownConv, UpConv, and Catenate. They are described as follows.
•

DoubleConv, contains two convolutional layers with Cout kernel size of 3 × 3, 1 padding,
1 stride (denoted by Conv2D(Cout , 3 × 3, 1, 1)) and the BN+ReLU activation. It takes

image I ∈ RCin ×W ×H as input, and outputs an image with the same weight and height, i.e.,

I ∈ RCout ×W ×H , where Cin , H, and W represent the number of channels, the weight, and
the height of the image, respectively.
•

DownConv. Down-sampling module, contains one max pooling layer and one DoubleConv
module, takes image I ∈ RCin ×W ×H as input, and outputs an image with half the weight
W

H

and height of the input, i.e., I ∈ RCout × 2 × 2 .
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TABLE VI
T HE BASIC M ODULES OF U- NET

TABLE VII
T HE S TRUCTURE OF Q(·, n) OR G(·, ·)

DoubleConv(Cout )
HyperParams: The number of output channels Cout
Input: Image I ∈ RCin ×W ×H
Layers
1. Conv2D(Cout , 3 × 3, 1, 1)
2. Conv2D(Cout , 3 × 3, 1, 1)
Output: Image I ∈ RCout ×W ×H

Layers
Activation
BN + ReLU
BN + ReLU

DownConv(Cout )
HyperParams: The number of output channels Cout

Inputs →

Modules −→

# Down-sampling phase:
1
I
DoubleConv(64)
2
I1
DownConv(128)
3
I2
DownConv(256)
4
I3
DownConv(512)
5
I4
DownConv(512)

Outputs
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

# For Q(·, n): Adding randomness with n ∼ N (0, I)
6
I5 and n
I∗5 = I5 + n
I∗5

Input: Image I ∈ RCin ×W ×H
Layers
1. MaxPool2d(2)
2. DoubleConv(Cout )
H
W
Output: Image I ∈ RCout × 2 × 2

# For G(·, ·): Adding RFF
6-1
z
FC(the shape of I5 )
6-2
I5 and Iz I∗5 = I5 + Iz

UpConv(Cout )
HyperParams: The number of output channels Cout
Input: Image I ∈ R
Layers
Activation
1. Upsample(2)
2. Conv2D(Cin /2, 3 × 3, 1, 1) BN + ReLU
3. Conv2D(Cout , 3 × 3, 1, 1)
BN + ReLU
Output: Image I ∈ RCout ×2W ×2H
Cin ×W ×H

Catenate
Catenating two images along the dimension of channels.
Input: Images I1 ∈ RC1 ×W ×H , and I2 ∈ RC2 ×W ×H
Output: Image I ∈ R(C1 +C2 )×W ×H

•

M

Input: Signal x ∈ CM → Image I ∈ R2× S ×S

# Up-sampling phase:
UpConv(256)
7
I∗5
8
I4 and I04 Catenate
UpConv(128)
9
I∗4
10
I3 and I03 Catenate
UpConv(64)
11
I∗3
12
I2 and I02 Catenate
13
I∗2
UpConv(64)
14
I1 and I01 Catenate
Conv2D(2, 1 × 1, 1, 1)
15
I∗1

Iz
I∗5
I04
I∗4
I03
I∗3
I02
I∗2
I01
I∗1
Iout

M

Output: Image Iout ∈ R2× S ×S → Signal xout ∈ CM

UpConv. Up-sampling module, contains one up-sampling layer and two convolutional layers,
takes image I ∈ RCin ×W ×H as input, and outputs an image with twice the weight and height
W

H

of the input, i.e., I ∈ RCout × 2 × 2 .
•

Catenate. This module merges two images along the channel dimension of the images.
b) Structure of Q(·, n) and G(·, ·): As presented in Table VII, both Q(·, n) and G(·, ·)

contain down-sampling and up-sampling phases. The down-sampling phase consists of one
DoubleConv module and four down-sampling modules. The up-sampling phase contains four
up-sampling modules, one convolutional layer, and four layers for catenating the outputs from
the up-sampling and the down-sampling phases. These catenated layers provide shortcuts that
enable the input images to skip the NN processing at different levels of abstraction, thus leading
to the property of image domain preservation. The only difference between Q(·, n) and G(·, ·)
are the layers in the middle. As shown in Table VII, Q(·, n) adds random noise to the latent
image, i.e., I5 , while G(·, ·) adds the RFF z to I5 .
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